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Introduction
These instructions refer to the preparation and printing in
the Journal of Mining and Geological Sciences (Volume
62) of the papers of the International Scientific Session
2019, to be held at the University of Mining and Geology
"St. Ivan Rilski ", Sofia. The maximum length of the reports is
6 (six) pages formed according to these instructions. The first
page starts with a title, names of the authors, an organization
on behalf of which they are presented, a code and a city, an email, a bilingual summary and text. Font Arial Narrow is used
to write the text. The report is formed on pages A4 (210x297
mm). The empty fields on each page are as follows: Page
Setup: top 18 mm, bottom 22 mm, left 20 mm, right 20 mm;
Paragraph: Line spacing - Single; Alignment - Justified.
The text is placed in two columns with a spacing of 0.8 cm.
Graphics, figures, tables, and photos can fit software in the
text, regardless of the program they are made of and in the
width of two columns or sent as separate files. Exception
(collation of columns) is allowed only when it is impossible to
place a table or figure in the standard way.
The main text and spaces before and after the main titles
are 10 pt. The first line of each paragraph is offset by 0.5 cm,
and the literature is offset 0.5 cm after the first hanging line.
There is no blank line between the paragraphs.

Avoid footnotes1. If their use is absolutely necessary, they
must be advertised in the text by consecutive numbers and in
the font size of 8pt.
Do not insert page numbers in the text file. Number the
pages of the printed copies in the upper right corner of each
page.

Тext
The texts of the presented documents should contain the
following structural elements: Introduction (aim of the study,
significance, purpose), Basic presentation (methods, results,
discussion), Conclusion and References.
The main text is structured in separate sections, possibly
separated by their own titles. It should include: the thesis and
the hypothesis of the study, applied methods, achieved basic
results and discussion. The conclusion should not be the same
as the summary.

1Small size of letters (8 pt).

Subtitles

aligned to the left in the column. The equation number is
recorded in brackets and aligned to the right of the column.

It is possible to use three-level titles. The main titles (first
level) are displayed with bold, 12 pt, left alignment. Leave
two blank lines before and one blank row 10 pt after that title.
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Second level title
The second level titles left aligned (bold, 10 pt). The title is
preceded by a blank line.
Third level title. Use left alignment (bold, 10 pt, italic). The
text follows immediately. The title is preceded by a blank line.

Figures, graphs, tables and equations
The figures, charts and tables should be as close as
possible to the point of their first citation (Figure 1). The figures
are centered within the column. Leave a blank line before and
after the figure. The number and the inscription of the figure
should be placed below it (example).

(1)

Acknowledgements. Use a third level title (9 pt).

References
References are cited in the main text by the name of the
author and the year of publication, for example: "This result is
published by Smith (1993)” or "The data are published by
Smith and Jones (1993), as well as by Petrov et al. (2015)”. If
the sources quoted are more than one, they are
chronologically listed in brackets (Ivanov, 1983, Davis et al.,
1989, 1990a, 1990b, Jones, Miller, 1991. All cited literary
sources are recorded in alphabetical order at the end of the
report: author(s), year, title, journal, volume, issue, pages (10
pt). The title of journals with the volume number if the source is
a journal, as well as the title of the books, reference books and
reports, if the source is from a scientific forum, is written in
italics. The Cyrillic literature references are listed with the
original title, source, and author(s) in Latin letters in the
language of the correspondent abstract, if any, or transliterated
into English. The original language and the abstract, if any, are
specified in brackets, for example: (in Bulgarian) or (in Russian
with English abstract). References with Internet addresses as
well as fond documents are desirable to be avoided.

References (hanging 0.5 mm)
Fig. 1. Text, left alighment (9 pt, bold)

The tables must be as close as possible to the place of
their first citation in the text (Table 1). They are centered within
the column. Leave a blank line before and after the table.
Above the table, the number (upright) and its title (italic) are
aligned.
Table 1. Text for the table (10 pt, italic)
Number
Point
1
2
5
987

Value
3
784

The equations are plotted with Equation 3.0 on a separate
line and separated from the text with one empty line at the top
and bottom. The equations are numbered sequentially and
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The text of the report (poster) is sent in an envelope (with a
copy of paid participation fee), as well as in electronic form to
the secretary of the conference editorial board Eng. Kalina
Marinova: 1700 Sofia, "Prof. Boyan Kamenov" Street,
University of Mining and Geology "St. Ivan Rilski"; e-mail:
srs@mgu.bg

